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(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including 
engineering, research and development, or licensing. 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).   

These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires 

certain activities)51 and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the 

intellectual property being protected).  Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-586, Comm’n Op. at 13 (May 16, 2008) 

(“Stringed Musical Instruments”).  The burden is on the complainant to show by a 

preponderance of the evidence that the domestic industry requirement is satisfied.  

Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and Systems, Components Thereof, 

and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n Op. at 5 (July 22, 2011) 

(“Navigation Devices”).   

With respect to the economic prong, and whether or not section 337(a)(3)(A) or 

(B) is satisfied, the Commission has held that “whether a complainant has established that 

its investment and/or employment activities are significant with respect to the articles 

protected by the intellectual property right concerned is not evaluated according to any 

 
51 The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong 
at the time that the complaint was filed.  See Certain Coaxial Cable Connectors and 
Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-560, Comm’n Op. 
at 39 n.17 (Apr. 14, 2010) (“We note that only activities that occurred before the filing of 
a complaint with the Commission are relevant to whether a domestic industry exists or is 
in the process of being established under sections 337(a)(2)-(3).”) (citing Bally/Midway 
Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 714 F.2d 1117, 1121 (Fed. Cir. 1983)).  In some 
cases, however, the Commission will consider later developments in the alleged industry, 
such as “when a significant and unusual development occurred after the complaint has 
been filed.”  See Certain Video Game Systems and Controllers, Inv. No. 337-TA-743, 
Comm’n Op., at 5-6 (Jan. 20, 2012) (“[I]n appropriate situations based on the specific 
facts and circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may consider activities and 
investments beyond the filing of the complaint.”).   
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rigid mathematical formula.”  Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and Components 

Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-690, Comm’n Op. at 27 (Feb. 17, 2011) (“Printing and 

Imaging Devices”) (citing Certain Male Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. 337 TA-546, 

Comm’n Op. at 39 (Aug. 1, 2007)).  Rather, the Commission examines “the facts in each 

investigation, the article of commerce, and the realities of the marketplace.”  Id.  “The 

determination takes into account the nature of the investment and/or employment 

activities, ‘the industry in question, and the complainant’s relative size.’”  Id. (citing 

Stringed Musical Instruments at 26).   

With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), whether an investment in domestic industry 

is “substantial” is a fact-dependent inquiry for which the complainant bears the burden of 

proof.  Stringed Musical Instruments at 14.  There is no minimum monetary expenditure 

that a complainant must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the 

“substantial investment” requirement of this section.  Id. at 25.  There is no need to define 

or quantify an industry in absolute mathematical terms.  Id. at 26.  Rather, “the 

requirement for showing the existence of a domestic industry will depend on the industry 

in question, and the complainant’s relative size.”  Id. at 25-26.   

Investments in plant and equipment, labor, and capital that are also related to 

research and development or licensing may be considered under subparagraph (C) as well 

as under subparagraphs (A) and (B).  Certain Optoelectronic Devices for Fiber Optic 

Communications, Components Thereof, and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 

337-TA-860, USITC Pub. No. 4852, Comm’n Op. at 15 (Nov. 2018); Certain Solid State 

Storage Drives, Stacked Electronics Components, and Products Containing Same, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-1097, Comm’n Op. at 14 (June 29, 2018) (“[T]he text of the statute, the 
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legislative history, and Commission precedent do not support narrowing subsections (A) 

and (B) to exclude non-manufacturing activities, such as investments in engineering and 

research and development.  Rather, the guiding principle is whether the asserted 

expenditures satisfy the plain language of the statute.”); Certain Marine Sonar Imaging 

Devices, Including Downscan and Sidescan Devices, Products Containing the Same, and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-921, Comm’n Op. at 58-59, 64, 66 (Jan. 6, 2016) 

(reversing finding that expenses could not be counted under both subparagraphs (B) and 

(C); holding that the same R&D expenses “separately constitute[d]” a domestic industry 

under each subparagraph).   

Corning argues that it satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry 

requirement under subparagraphs (B) and (C).  See Compl. Br. at 237-59.  The Staff 

agrees and argues that Corning’s “investment was shown to be significant and substantial 

in the context of the marketplace for fiber optic equipment,” and concludes, “Corning has 

satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a) 

under either of subparagraphs (B) or (C).”  Staff Br. at 203, 220, see id. 202-20.   

Respondents disagree with Corning and the Staff, and argue, inter alia:  

Complainant alleges a domestic industry under subsections (B) and 
(C) of section 337(a)(3).52  All of Complainant’s alleged investments are 
the same for both subsections (B) and (C).  CX-0005C (Schoettelkotte 
WS) Q/A 118, 120.  All of Complainant’s alleged investments relate to the 
entire EDGE and EDGE8 product lines even though Complainant’s 
alleged DI products, the patent claims, and Notice of Investigation are 
limited to only chassis and modules.  Id.; RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 
61.  Complainant ceased all R&D projects arguably related to the alleged 
DI products in .  Any 

 investments are not attributed to the DI products or exploitation of 
 

52 Complainant does not allege a domestic industry under subsection (A) of Section 
337(a)(3). 
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the patents. 

Complainant bears the burden to show that it meets the economic 
prong of the domestic industry requirement.  See, e.g., Certain Multimedia 
Display and Navigation Devices and Systems, Components Thereof, and 
Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n Op. at 5 (July 
22, 2011).  Complainant fails to meet its burden for three independent 
reasons. 

First, Complainant’s claimed investments are overstated and not 
attributable to its alleged DI products.  Rather, the investments relate to an 
overbroad “product line” or “system,” including products unrelated to 
alleged DI products or the asserted patents.  Second, Complainant 
abandoned its domestic research and development activities in its alleged 
DI products in , with no continuing qualifying activities at the time of 
filing its Complaint.  Reliance on attenuated, decade-old investments is 
improper.  Complainant’s attempt to salvage or resurrect its domestic 
industry through its misplaced allocation methodology and de minimis 
service investments fail.  Third, even crediting Complainant’s overbroad 
and stale investments, Complainant’s investments are not significant or 
substantial in any relevant context. 

Resps. Br. at 262-63.  

For the reasons discussed below, the record evidence supports a finding that 

Corning has satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement of 19 

U.S.C. § 1337(a) under either of subparagraphs (B) or (C).   

In summary, the evidence shows that between 2008 and 2019, Corning invested 

approximately  in domestic labor and capital related to the engineering, 

research, and development of the EDGE and EDGE8 product lines.  Of that amount,  

 is attributable to investments in chassis and modules that practice the asserted 

patents.  This investment is significant and substantial in the context of the marketplace 

for fiber optic equipment.   
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A. Employment of Labor or Capital 

Corning argues that development of its EDGE and EDGE8 solutions involved 

“significant employment of labor and capital” in connection with research, development, 

engineering, maintenance, and technical support activities in the United States.  See 

Compl. Br. at 237, 250-55; CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 67.  As discussed below 

in more detail, Corning’s investments are slightly smaller than alleged inasmuch as some 

of these investments are related to cable assemblies and other EDGE components that do 

not practice the asserted patents.   

1. Continuity of Investment in the EDGE and EDGE8 Platforms 

In an effort to address growing customer demand for greater connection densities 

in data centers, Corning initiated a research and development program in 2007, known as 

the Next Generation Data Center Program.  See CX-0006C (Staber WS) Q/A 6; CX-

0007C (Rhoney WS) Q/A 11; CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 61.  Corning began 

marketing the resulting EDGE product line in mid-2009 and made its first EDGE product 

sale in August 2009.  See CX-0006C Q/A 22; CX-0007C Q/A 14; CX-0003C Q/A 63.  

The first EDGE products sold were known as the “Pretium EDGE platform,” and 

consisted of a chassis that could accommodate twelve modules per U space and 

removable Base-12 modules.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 9; CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 63.   

In later years, Corning developed a Base-8 extension to the original platform in 

addition to refining the Base-12 solution.  See CX-0007 (Rhoney WS) Q/A 18-19; CX-

0003C Q/A 64.  Corning introduced its EDGE8 platform in 2015, consisting of 

removable Base-8 modules and chassis that could accommodate eighteen such modules 
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in a 1U space.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 9; CX-0003C Q/A 64.  Corning argues, 

and has provided evidence to show, that since 2015, it has continued to refine various 

aspects of both the EDGE and EDGE8 solutions, as well as providing ongoing 

maintenance and technical support services related to these products for its data center 

customers in the United States.  See CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 49-50; CX-0005C 

(Clark WS) Q/A 49, 57; CX3C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 64.   

Corning’s economic prong expert, Mr. Schoettelkotte, testified that Corning 

continues to invest heavily in phased upgrades of its flagship products like EDGE, and 

that it was doing so at the time the Complaint was filed on February 21, 2020.  See CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 65.  The evidence shows that EDGE-related investments 

in labor varied from year to year, at one point  

.  See CX-1812C (Corning EDGE Project Labor ‐ U.S. Labor 

Investments).  Corning argues that this is because over EDGE’s lifetime, it has invested 

in “getting feedback from customers” and using that feedback to make “continuous 

improvements.”  CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 25.  Corning’s Mr. Clark testified that 

“Corning’s R&D process for projects like EDGE can be compared to a slinky that 

expands, contracts, and walks, corresponding to the rise in labor hours in key moments 

like .”  Id.   

Despite the , under Commission precedent, the entire 

date range for Corning’s investments in its EDGE solutions should be included in the 

domestic industry analysis.  The Commission will include past investments its analysis 

where a complainant has continued to make ongoing investments, such as continued sales 

of the domestic industry products, or warranty and technical support.  See, e.g., Certain 
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Marine Sonar Imaging Devices, Including Downscan and Sidescan Devices, Products 

Containing the Same, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-921, Comm’n Op. at 

54-57 (Jan. 6. 2016) (crediting past investments in research and development for 

discontinued products because of ongoing investments in warranty, technical support, and 

software updates) (reversed on other grounds); Certain Electronic Digital Media Devices 

and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op. at 99-100 (Sept. 6, 2013) 

(crediting past investments where complainant was “further develop[ing] its existing 

products”).   

Despite the , Corning has continued to invest in its EDGE solutions 

and to sell its domestic industry chassis and modules, and it has no plans to discontinue 

its efforts.  See Schoettelkotte Tr. 171-172; CX-1812C (Corning labor investments) 

(showing large investments in 2019-2020); CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 49 (  

 

).  

Thus, the fact that there is a  is not a reason to find that Corning 

failed to satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement.   

2. Allocation of Domestic Industry Investments 

Corning’s economic prong analysis includes investments in the entire EDGE and 

EDGE8 platforms, including chassis, modules, and cable assemblies.  Mr. Schoettelkotte 

testified that Corning’s EDGE and EDGE8 solutions rely on cable assemblies that are 

required for the EDGE chassis and modules to perform the fiber optic connection 

functions desired by Corning’s customers.  He testified that “without the EDGE and 

EDGE8 cable assemblies, there would be no EDGE or EDGE8 solution for Corning to 
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offer its data center customers.”  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 122.  

Accordingly, Corning included EDGE project codes relating to the research and 

development of EDGE cable assemblies and related components in its claimed domestic 

industry investments.  See, e.g., CX-0006C (Staber WS) Q/A 41 (describing project code 

D189, which involved “designing and developing a new cable system to work 

specifically and exclusively with the EDGE8 system”), 42 (describing project code D190, 

which involved “designing and developing new trunk cables, jumper cables, harnesses, 

and connectors specifically for the 8-fiber connection solution in the EDGE8 system”), 

44 (describing project code D367, which involved  

).  Corning also 

included investments in certain EDGE chassis and modules that are not alleged to 

practice the asserted patents.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 149.  Mr. 

Schoettelkotte testified that including all of these investments in the domestic industry 

analysis is appropriate because it is Corning’s investments in the overall EDGE and 

EDGE8 solutions that have allowed for the development, commercialization, and 

continued exploitation of the technologies claimed by the asserted patents.  See CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 122.   

Respondents argue that EDGE cable assemblies and “non-DI” EDGE chassis and 

modules are not domestic industry products and that their inclusion in Corning’s 

domestic industry analysis is inappropriate.  See Resps. Br. at 273; RX-0007C (Mulhern 

RWS) Q/A 84-100.  Respondents’ economic prong expert, Ms. Mulhern, testified that 

“relevant DI investments should not be expanded in this investigation to include 

investments in non-patent-practicing EDGE products.”  Id. Q/A 86.  In support of her 
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opinion, she noted that due to the industry-wide standardization of racks and connectors, 

“customers can mix and match EDGE DI Products with non-DI EDGE products and with 

products sold by third-parties.”  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 86; RX-0008C (Lebby 

RWS) Q/A 398-402.   

The evidence shows the following: 

• Corning’s cable assemblies can be used with third-party chassis 
and modules; 

• Corning’s cable assemblies can be used with Corning’s non-DI 
EDGE/EDGE8 system chassis and modules;  

• EDGE chassis and modules alleged to practice the asserted patents 
can be used with third-party cable assemblies; and  

• Corning’s EDGE chassis and modules are sold independently from 
each other and from the EDGE cable assemblies.  

RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 86; CX-0006C (Staber WS) Q/A 13 (Corning “designed 

other devices that could be inserted into the fiber optic equipment trays”); CX-0007C 

(Rhoney WS) Q/A 25 (EDGE customers can buy cable assemblies made by other 

manufacturers); CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 24 (Corning sells its chassis, modules, and 

cable assemblies separately).  Ms. Mulhern testifed that her review of this evidence “calls 

into question the inclusion of investments in non-patented products of the EDGE system 

as domestic industry investments in this investigation.”  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 

85. 

As argued by respondents and the Staff, the EDGE cable assemblies and non-DI 

EDGE chassis and modules should not be included in the domestic industry analysis.  In 

general, the domestic industry is defined by the patented articles.  See Certain Dynamic 

Sequential Gradient Compression Devices and Components Parts Thereof, Inv. No. 337-
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TA-335, Initial Det. at 60 (May 15, 1992) (“Congress did not intend . . . that activities of 

a complainant which generally relate to the subject area of the patent fall within the 

statutory definition of a domestic industry.”).  It is true that “[t]he Commission has held 

that in certain circumstances, the realities of the marketplace require a modification of 

[this] principle[.]”  Certain Video Game Systems and Wireless Controllers and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-770, Comm’n Op. at 66 (Oct. 28, 2013).  Those 

circumstances, however, are not present here. 

The initial determination in Certain Sleep-Disordered Breathing Treatment 

Systems is instructive.  Certain Sleep-Disordered Breathing Treatment Systems and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-890, Initial Det. at 139 (Sept. 16, 2014).  There, 

the complainant advocated for a “system” approach that considered all of its CPAP 

treatment products to be within the scope of the domestic industry, including its CPAP 

masks, flow generators, and humidifiers.  The respondents argued that the only articles 

protected by the asserted patents were the masks and humidifiers that practiced the 

claims.  With regard to patents that disclosed mask-related inventions (“the ResMed 

Mask Patents”), the presiding administrative law judge found that the articles protected 

by the ResMed Mask Patents did not include flow generators or humidifiers.53  The 

decision turned on the following three factors:  

• Although customers could order masks along with flow generators 
 

53 On appeal, the Commission moved for a remand in light of intervening domestic 
industry precedent in Lelo Inv. v. International Trade Comm’n, 786 F.3d 879 (Fed. Cir. 
2015).  On remand, the presiding administrative law judge reversed his previous 
determination and found that a domestic industry did not exist because the claimed 
investments were not quantitatively “significant” under Lelo.  Certain Sleep-Disordered 
Breathing Treatment Systems and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-890, Final 
Initial Det. on Remand (Nov. 10, 2016). 
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and humidifiers, the masks were almost always purchased 
separately and were not packaged together with the flow 
generators and humidifiers.  

• Unlike the H5i humidifier, which could only be used with the S9 
flow generator, ResMed’s masks could be used with other 
companies’ flow generators and humidifiers because they used a 
standard 22mm connector and tubing, thus making the masks 
separate articles of commerce. 

• The flow generator and humidifier were not central to enabling 
ResMed to exploit the patented technology of its masks.   

Sleep-Disordered Breathing Treatment Systems, Inv. No. 337-TA-890, Initial Det. at 150. 

The “realities of the marketplace” in the fiber optic equipment field appear to 

mirror those that were present with respect to sleep-disordered breathing treatment 

systems.  First, although Corning’s customers typically order cable assemblies at the 

same time that they order chassis and modules, and are encouraged to do so, Corning 

“sells these pieces individually” rather than packaging them together.  See CX-0004C 

(Hicks WS) Q/A 24; Schoettelkotte Tr. 170-171 (“[T]hey’re sold separately, they have 

separate SKUs, . . . they would be on the same bill of materials, but . . . they’re not in the 

same package, if you will.”).  Second, Corning’s EDGE components use standard 

connectors and are designed to fit in standard rack sizes.  As a result, not only can 

customers choose to use third-party cable assemblies with their EDGE chassis and 

modules, but customers purchasing other companies’ chassis and modules can use EDGE 

cable assemblies with those products.  The cable assemblies are thus articles of 

commerce separate from the chassis and modules.  See CX-0007C (Rhoney WS) Q/A 25 

(EDGE customers can buy cable assemblies from other companies).  Third, the cable 

assemblies are not central to enabling Corning to exploit the patented technology of its 
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chassis and modules.  The asserted patents are directed to the physical characteristics of 

the chassis and modules, and not to their operation.  Thus, a combination of chassis and 

modules may infringe an asserted patent even before any cable assemblies are installed.  

Given the similarities in this investigation to the facts in Sleep-Disordered Breathing 

Treatment Systems, the domestic industry here should be limited to investments related to 

chassis and modules that practice the asserted patents.   

3. Calculation of EDGE Investments, 2008 - February 21, 2020 

Corning documented approximately  invested in labor and capital 

related to the EDGE and EDGE8 product lines as a whole.  See CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 163; CX-1809C (summary of Corning DI investments).  Of that 

amount, approximately  is attributable to chassis and modules that practice 

the ‘320, ‘153, and ‘456 patents, approximately  of which is attributable to 

modules that practice the ‘206 patent.  

a. Base Calculation 

Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that to calculate the domestic labor investments 

recorded under Corning’s EDGE project codes, he multiplied the number of U.S. labor 

hours reported by Corning employees for each year from 2008 through 2020 times the 

corresponding annual labor rate.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 81; CX-1810C 

(Corning U.S. labor hours); CX-1811C (Corning labor rates).  These hours were worked 

primarily in Corning’s facilities located in Keller, Texas and Hickory, North Carolina.  

See CX-0003C Q/A 68.  Mr. Schoettelkotte calculated the following total annual U.S. 

investments in labor associated with EDGE:  
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Corning EDGE Project Labor – U.S. Labor Investments 

Year U.S. Dollars 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 (through Feb. 21, 2020) 

2008-2020 Total 

2019-2020 Total 
 
See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 69-83; CX-1812C (Corning labor investments); 

CX-1810C (Corning EDGE Project labor – U.S. labor hours); CX-1811C (Corning 

Technology Division hourly labor rates). 

In addition to its investment in labor, Corning has incurred capital expenses 

associated with EDGE.  Corning’s witness Mr. Clark, a senior development analyst, 

testified that such direct expenses includes purchases for prototype items, testing 

materials, consulting work, travel expenses, vendor charges, sample products, and other 

spending associated with a given project.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 42-44; CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 88.  Such expenses are tracked according to an internal 

order number that in many cases is assigned to a particular project code.  See CX-0003C 
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Q/A 89.  Mr. Clark testified that he collected all project direct expenses for EDGE-related 

project codes that were assigned an internal order number.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) 

Q/A 42-48.  Inasmuch as not every EDGE project code was assigned an order number, 

the resulting totals are conservative figures that may underreport the total direct expenses 

that were incurred over the life of EDGE.  See id. Q/A 46.  All expenses were limited to 

those made in the United States, primarily at Corning’s facilities in Keller, Texas and 

Hickory, North Carolina.  Id. Q/A 44; CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 90.  Corning 

incurred the following EDGE-related U.S. capital expenses between 2008 and 

February 2020:  

Corning EDGE Project Direct Expenses – U.S. Spend 

Year U.S. Dollars 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 (through Feb. 21, 2020) 

2008-2020 Total 

2019-2020 Total 
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See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 91-92; CX-1813C (Corning EDGE Project U.S. 

direct expenses); CX-0711C (2008‐2019 direct expenses Spreadsheet); CX-0983C 

(“20190101–20200221 Manhours and Expenses” Spreadsheet).   

Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that in addition to the labor and capital expenses 

detailed above, Corning provides field engineering services to its key data center 

customers in the United States.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 93.  These 

services include assistance with the installation, maintenance, and operation of Corning’s 

EDGE products.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 49.  Since 2017, Corning has tracked 

the number of days that its engineers provide this assistance to U.S. customers.  Records 

are not available for services performed before 2017.  Id. Q/A 51-52; CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 94.  In the normal course of business, Corning assumes an 

eight-hour work day and applies a daily labor rate of  per hour for all field 

engineering services.  See CX-0003C Q/A 96-97; CX-0987C (FES rates).  The evidence 

shows that on applying these figures, Corning invested the following amounts in field 

engineering services for U.S. EDGE customers between 2017 and February 2020: 

Corning EDGE Field Engineering Services Expenses 

Year U.S. Dollars 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 (through Feb. 21, 2020) 

2017-2020 Total 

2019-2020 Total 
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See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 95-96; CX-1814C (Corning field engineering 

investments); see also CX-0707C (2017 Field Engineering FTE Tracker); CX-0708C 

(2018 Field Engineering FTE Tracker); CX-0710C (2019 Field Engineering FTE Tracker 

R1); CX-0984C (“2020 FE ‐ FTE Tracker _gbs” Spreadsheet); CX-0987C (FES rates).   

Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that in addition to the field engineering services 

provided by full-time Corning employees, Corning also invests in similar services 

provided by contractors, or “Pioneers.”  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 99-104; 

CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 57-65.  Corning has maintained data regarding Pioneer-

related expenses since 2016.  See CX-0003C Q/A 100.  Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that 

he determined Corning’s total investment in EDGE-related Pioneer services by 

multiplying the hourly rate for each Pioneer by the number of hours of technical support 

services that that Pioneer provided to EDGE customers in the United States.  Id. Q/A 

104;  CX-0988C (Pioneer hourly rates).  Corning invested the following in Pioneer 

services for U.S. EDGE customers between 2016 and February 2020:  

Corning EDGE Field Engineering Services Expenses 

Year U.S. Dollars 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 (through Feb. 21, 2020) 

2016-2020 Total 

2019-2020 Total 
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See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 104; CX-1815C (Corning Pioneer investments); 

CX-0749C to CX-0752C (Corning EMP-Contractors time sheets, 2016-2019); CX-

0988C (Pioneer rates); CX-0999C (“2020 Pioneers” Spreadsheet). 

When the labor, direct expense, field engineering services, and Pioneer 

investments detailed above are added together, the result is a total investment in EDGE of 

 of which was incurred in the period from January 1, 2019 to 

February 21, 2020:  

Summary of Alleged Corning Domestic Industry Investments 

Investment Type 2008-Feb. 21, 2020 2019-Feb. 21, 2020 

EDGE Project Labor 

EDGE Project Direct Expenses 

EDGE Field Engineering Services 

EDGE Pioneer Technical Support 

Total Investment in Labor and Capital 
 
See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 117-18; CX-1809C (summary of Corning 

domestic industry investments); see also CX-1812C through CX-1815C (detail per 

investment category).   

b. Reallocation to Eliminate Investments in Non-DI 
Products 

As discussed above, the  figure argued by Corning should be reduced 

to eliminate investments related to cable assemblies and other EDGE components that do 

not practice the asserted patents.  Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that it is possible to do so 

by using a sales-based allocation method.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 150.  

Sales-based allocations are commonly used “to determine how much . . . investment is 
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related to the asserted patents and the DI products.”  Certain Semiconductor Devices and 

Consumer Audiovisual Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-1047, Initial 

Det. at 437 (May 11, 2018), reviewed on other grounds, Comm’n Op. (Sept. 11, 2019).   

Of the three potential allocation methods that Mr. Schoettelkotte proposed, as the 

Staff argues, the third method is the most conservative version, and is the most 

appropriate here.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 149-61; Staff Br. at 214-15.  

That allocation eliminates investments related to EDGE cable assemblies and the small 

number of EDGE chassis and modules that are not alleged to practice the asserted 

patents.  It also calculates a patent-by-patent allocation of investments to account for the 

fact that the ‘206 patent is directed to a module only, and not to a combination of chassis 

and modules.  Id. Q/A 158, 161.  Mr. Schoettelkotte testified to the results of this 

allocation:  

From 2015 through 2019, Corning’s U.S. sales of EDGE and EDGE8 
modules that practice the ‘206 Patent made up  (based on quantity) 
and  (based on revenue) of the total U.S. sales of EDGE and 
EDGE8 chassis, modules, and cable assemblies. . . . Applying these 
allocation figures to Corning’s total domestic industry investments of 

 results in approximately  (based on quantity) 
and  (based on revenue) of investments with respect to the 
EDGE and EDGE8 modules that practice the ‘206 Patent. 

From 2015 through 2019, Corning’s U.S. sales of EDGE and EDGE8 
chassis and modules that practice the ‘320, ‘153, and ‘456 Patents made 
up  (based on quantity) and  (based on revenue) of the total 
U.S. sales of EDGE and EDGE8 chassis, modules, and cable 
assemblies. . . . Applying these allocation figures to Corning’s total 
domestic industry investments of  results in approximately 

 (based on quantity) and  (based on revenue) of 
investments with respect to the EDGE and EDGE8 chassis and modules 
that practice the ‘320, ‘153, and ‘456 Patents. 
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Id. Q/A 160-61.  He also testified that in his view, if choosing between a sales allocation 

based on quantity and one based on revenue, in this case “the sales unit is the better 

approach.”  Schoettelkotte Tr. 175-176. 

Sales-Based Allocation of Corning DI Investments Including 
Assemblies 

Product 
Type Quantity 

Quantity-Based 
Allocation 

Revenue 

Revenue-Based 
Allocation 

% of 
Total Investment % of 

Total Investment 

All 
Chassis, 
Modules, & 
Cable 
Assemblies 

DI Chassis 
& Modules 
Only 

DI 
Modules 
Only (‘206 
Patent) 
 
CX-1819C (Sales-Based Allocation of Corning Domestic Industry Investments Including 
Assemblies); see CX-1820C (Corning U.S. Sales of EDGE & EDGE8 Chassis & 
Modules – Quantity); CX-1821C (Corning U.S. Sales of EDGE & EDGE8 Chassis & 
Modules – Revenue); CX-0973C (“Corning Module and Assembly Sales Data” 
Spreadsheet). 
 

Thus, Corning’s domestic investments in labor and capital, when reallocated, total 

approximately  for the ‘320, ‘153, and ‘456 patents, and approximately  

 for the ‘206 patent.   

B. Investment in Engineering and Research and Development 

Corning argues that its domestic industry investments also constitute a substantial 

investment in the exploitation of the asserted patents through engineering and research 
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and development.  Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that based on the nature of the activities 

described above, Corning’s labor and capital investments in EDGE Project Labor, EDGE 

Project Direct Expenses, EDGE Field Engineering Services, and EDGE Pioneer 

Technical Support also constitute investments in engineering, research, and development 

of the EDGE and EDGE8 solutions.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 120.  In 

his opinion, the data and calculations discussed above may be considered under either 

subparagraph (B) or subparagraph (C) of the statute, without modification.  Id.   

The Commission has held that the same R&D expenses may “separately 

constitute” a domestic industry under each subparagraph of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).  

Optoelectronic Devices for Fiber Optic Communications, Comm’n Op. at 15; Solid State 

Storage Drives, Comm’n Op. at 14; Marine Sonar Imaging Devices, Comm’n Op. at 58-

59, 64, 66.  As argued by Corning and the Staff, the administrative law judge finds that 

the EDGE-related expenses described above are both labor and capital investments and 

investments in engineering and research and development.  Thus, it is equally correct to 

state that in the period from 2008 through February 21, 2020, Corning invested  

 in engineering, research and development associated with its EDGE solutions, 

 of which is attributable to chassis and modules practicing the asserted 

patents ).  See CX-1819C (Sales-Based Allocation of 

Corning Domestic Industry Investments Including Assemblies).   

Subparagraph (C) has an additional requirement not found in subparagraph (B) – 

it requires a substantial investment in the “exploitation” of the asserted patents.  

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C).  “[E]xploitation” is a “generally broad term that encompasses 

activities such as efforts to improve, develop, or otherwise take advantage of the asserted 
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patent.”  Certain Integrated Circuit Chips and Products Containing the Same, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-859, USITC Pub. No. 4849, Comm’n Op. at 39 (Nov. 2018).  The evidence 

demonstrates a sufficient nexus between the asserted patents and Corning’s claimed 

domestic industry investments.  Each asserted patent claims technology relating to 

aspects of the chassis and modules that make up the base infrastructure of Corning’s 

EDGE and EDGE8 solutions.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 122 (“More 

specifically, I understand that the Asserted Patents cover the EDGE and EDGE8 system 

of sliding trays, removable modules, and other innovative features that enable fiber optic 

connections to be densely packed inside an equipment rack while improving access to 

adapters and cables.”).  Investments related to the research, development, engineering, 

and implementation of those features of the EDGE chassis and modules are thus related 

to the asserted patents.  See id.  Once the expenses that Corning has claimed to be 

associated with the EDGE and EDGE8 solutions are reduced to eliminate investments 

related to non-DI components such as cable assemblies, the remaining investments share 

a nexus with the asserted patents, and it is appropriate to include them in the economic 

prong analysis under subparagraph (C).   

C. Whether Corning’s Investments Are “Significant” and “Substantial” 

Determining whether an investment is “significant” or “substantial” under 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3) is context-dependent.  Integrated Circuit Chips, Comm’n Op. at 

145.  “[T]he magnitude of the investment cannot be assessed without consideration of the 

nature and importance of the complainant’s activities to the patented products in the 

context of the marketplace or industry in question.”  Id.  However, “qualitative factors 

alone are insufficient” to show that an investment is significant.  Lelo Inc. v. 
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International Trade Comm’n, 786 F.3d 879, 885 (Fed. Cir. 2015).  Section 337(a)(3) 

“requires a quantitative analysis to determine whether there is a ‘significant’ increase or 

attribution by virtue of the claimant’s asserted commercial activity in the United States.”  

Id. at 883.   

For the reasons discussed below, Corning’s  investment in articles 

practicing the asserted patents (  for the ‘206 patent) is both “significant” 

under subparagraph (B) of the statute and “substantial” under subparagraph (C).  The 

evidence shows that Corning’s domestic investment in labor associated with research and 

development has been both significant and substantial in overall context.   

First, Corning’s domestic labor hours spent on the R&D relating to the EDGE 

Project Codes are significant compared to the foreign labor hours spent on these projects.  

Commission precedent supports the use of a comparison of domestic to foreign labor 

expenses to show the domestic investments’ significance.  See Certain Pocket Lighters, 

Inv. No. 337-TA-1142, Comm’n Op. at 12-13 (July 13, 2020).  To make such a 

comparison, Mr. Clark gathered information reflecting the global hours spent on each of 

the EDGE Project Codes.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 38-40.  He and Mr. 

Schoettelkotte calculated the total global hours spent on the EDGE Project Codes, which 

were  hours from 2008 through February 21, 2020.  See CX-0005C (Clark WS) 

Q/A 41; CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 136; CX-1816C (Corning Global Labor 

Hours Ex. 4.1).  Mr. Schoettelkotte then calculated that  of the labor hours 

attributed to the EDGE Project Codes were performed in the United States.  See CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 136; CX-1817C (Corning U.S. v. Global Labor Hours 

Ex. 4.2).  
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Ms. Mulhern does not dispute Mr. Schoettelkotte’s calculations relating to global 

R&D hours.  Mulhern Tr. 932.  Instead, she opines that “Corning conducts significant 

activities related to the DI products outside the U.S.” such as manufacturing, and that this 

should undermine the conclusion that its domestic investments in research, development, 

and technical support are significant.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 157.  Corning’s 

activities in different areas, such as manufacturing, are irrelevant to this analysis.  

Corning’s domestic investments in research, development, and technical support of the 

DI products are large when viewed in the relevant context of its foreign investments in 

those same types of activities.  See Certain Road Milling Machines & Components 

Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1067, Initial Det. at 425 (Oct. 1, 2018), aff’d, Commission 

Determination to Review in Part a Final Initial Determination; Schedule for Filing 

Written Submissions on Remedy, the Public Interest, and Bonding (Apr. 17, 2019) 

(reviewed on other grounds).   

Second, Corning’s domestic investments are significant and substantial in the 

context of the cost of domestic and foreign labor.  As Mr. Schoettelkotte testified, 

Corning’s domestic labor rates, which include only salaries, wages and benefits (as 

opposed to a fully loaded labor rate), ranged from  per hour from 2012 

to 2020.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 138; CX-1811C (Corning Labor Rates 

Ex. 3.3).  During that same time period, the labor rates for Corning technology employees 

in Mexico ranged from  per hour.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) 

Q/A 138.  Thus, Corning’s investment in domestic labor is even larger in context, given 

the relatively high cost of U.S. employee labor relative to other countries.  CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 138; Schoettelkotte Tr. 169:8-21; Certain Pocket Lighters, Inv. 
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No. 337-TA-1142, Comm’n Op. at 12.  

Third, Corning’s domestic investments are significant and substantial inasmuch as 

they were directly responsible for the development and support of EDGE products that 

have been extremely successful in the market.  See, e.g., CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 55-

57 (market share and customers); CX-0007C (Rhoney WS) Q/A 15-17 (market reaction 

to EDGE products); CX-0006C (Staber WS) Q/A 25-26 (customer reactions and awards).  

Corning’s significant market share ( ) and sales of the EDGE products (  

) further show that Corning’s domestic investments are significant 

because they have resulted in a product that has become a market leader.  See CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 130, 132.  Corning’s ability to offer a full set of products and 

technical support services tied to the domestic industry products has led to greater 

customer satisfaction and repeat purchases in the United States.  See CX-0004C (Hicks 

WS) Q/A 23-24; CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 133.   

Fourth, Corning’s domestic investments are significant and substantial when 

compared to respondents’ own spending in connection with the development of the 

accused products.  Mr. Schoettelkotte analyzed the documents respondents produced in 

this investigation, which showed that respondents’ own total investments in developing 

the accused products were much smaller than Corning’s investments in just the areas of 

U.S. based research and development labor, expenses, and technical support.  See CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 145 (showing Leviton investments around , 
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“[T]here is no minimum monetary expenditure that a complainant must 

demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the ‘substantial investment’ 

requirement” of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C).  Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-586, USITC Pub. 4120, Comm’n Op. at 25 

(Dec. 2009).  “[T]he inquiry depends on ‘the facts in each investigation, the article of 

commerce, and the realities of the marketplace.’”  Certain Carburetors and Products 

Containing Such Carburetors, Inv. No. 337-TA-1123, Comm’n Op. at 8 (Oct. 28, 2019) 

(quoting Printing and Imaging Devices, Comm’n Op. at 27).   

Here, Corning has established that it invested approximately  in 

products that practice the asserted patents between 2008 and February 21, 2020.  In the 

full context of this investigation, this amount is quantitatively and qualitatively 

significant and substantial.   

Respondents argue that Corning has not shown that its investments are 

qualitatively or quantitatively significant or substantial, inter alia:  

Complainant has not met its burden to prove that its investments 
are qualitatively or quantitatively significant or substantial.  See Lelo, 786 
F.3d at 883.  Complainant performed no assessment of the relative 
importance of its claimed activities in any relevant context, including the 
company, the marketplace, the industry, or its overall investment with 
respect to the DI products, and has provided insufficient information to 
permit a meaningful contextual analysis.  See Certain Multimedia Display 
and Navigation Devices and Sys. Components Thereof, and Prods 
Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n Op. at 15 (Jul. 22, 
2011) (“type of efforts that are considered a ‘substantial investment’ [] 
will vary depending on the nature of the industry and the resources of the 
complainant.”).  The little information Complainant does provide belies a 
finding of significance or substantiality. 

The Commission has considered investments as a percentage of 
domestic sales as a measure of contextual significance.  Certain 
Carburetors and Products Containing Such Carburetors, Inv. No. 337-
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TA-1123, Comm’n Op. at 17 (Oct. 28, 2019) (finding “domestic 
investments with respect to the [a]sserted [p]atents are not significant or 
substantial when considered in light of the only contextual information in 
the record, i.e., [Complainant]’s U.S. sales and worldwide sales”); Certain 
Automated Teller Machines, ATM Modules, Components Thereof and 
Prods.  Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-972, Final ID at 190-91 (Feb. 
1, 2017) (proportion of labor to revenue for domestic industry product was 
too low and not quantitatively significant); cf. Certain Table Saws 
Incorporating Active Injury Mitigation Technology and Components 
Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-965, Order No. 10, ID at 17 (Apr. 27, 2016) 
(finding quantitative significance of labor costs amounting to 11 percent to 
19 percent of complainant’s gross sales). 

Using this approved measure, even crediting the entirety of 
Complainant’s stale and overbroad claimed investments of  
dollars in the entire EDGE product line over the entire claimed 12-year 
period, Complainant’s claimed  domestic industry 
investment from 2008 to February 2020 comprises only  of sales for 
a period less than half as long.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 153.  The 
claimed  for the full 12-year period, amounts to only  
of Corning Optical Communications  in sales for the single year 
FY2019 (the year closest to filing the Complaint),  of Corning 
Optical Communications sales for just Enterprise Networks of  

 in for the single year FY2019, and  of Corning Optical 
Communication’s  research and development expenses for the 
single year FY2019.  See RX-0811 (Corning FY2019 Annual Report); 
RX-0808C (Corning FY2019 10-K).  Focusing just on —the year 
Complainant argues as its “ongoing” link or bridge between its ended 
domestic industry and its new projects—Complainant’s claimed 
investments of  comprise only of its total claimed 
investments and  of its sales for EDGE and EDGE8 chassis and 
modules for .  CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 154; CX-1812C 
(Labor Investments Ex.  3.4) (reflecting  investments in U.S.  Labor for 
EDGE Projects for ); CX-1813C (Direct Expenses Ex.  3.5) 
(reflecting  investments in U.S.  Direct Expenses for EDGE Projects for 

); CX-1814C (Field Engineering Investments Ex.  3.6) (reflecting 
 in U.S.  Labor for Field Engineering Services for EDGE 

customers for ); CX-1815C (Pioneer Investments Ex. 3.7) (reflecting 
 U.S.  Labor for Pioneer Technical Support for EDGE customers 

for ); CX-1821C (EDGE Chassis & Modules Sales Revenue Ex. 5.4) 
(reflecting  total sales for EDGE chassis and modules for 

). 

See Resps. Br. at 286-87.  Thus, citing Carburetors, respondents argue, “Complainant 
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performed no assessment of the relative importance of its claimed activities in any 

relevant context, including the company, the marketplace, the industry, or its overall 

investment with respect to the DI products, and has provided insufficient information to 

permit a meaningful contextual analysis.”  Yet, as discussed below, Corning has shown 

that in the full context of this investigation, the investment amount is quantitatively and 

qualitatively significant and substantial.   

Respondents compare Corning’s large investments in the EDGE products with 

other large dollar figures in a vacuum, but disregards the evidence of significance 

presented by Corning’s witnesses.   

First, respondents compare domestic industry investments in R&D and technical 

support for the EDGE products to Corning’s sales revenue as a whole.  See Resps. Br. at 

287.  This comparison is at odds with Commission precedent and is not a useful 

comparison.  For a Fortune 500 company such as Corning, investment in any particular 

product line will seem small compared to total sales.  See Carburetors, Comm’n Op. at 

27-28 (citation omitted) (rejecting idea that “large multinational companies should be 

expected to invest larger dollar amounts in order for their investments to be deemed 

‘significant’ or ‘substantial’”).   

Second, respondents compare Corning’s R&D and technical support investments 

for the EDGE products to sales of the EDGE products.  See Resps. Br. at 287.  

Respondents acknowledge that the EDGE products have enjoyed significant success in 

the market, garnering  of dollars of revenue, but argue that more 

sales means less significance for the very investments made to bring those products to 

market.  Corning argues that such an approach would reward domestic industries in 
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unsuccessful products over market leaders like EDGE that were the result of millions of 

dollars of U.S.-based research and development efforts.  See Compl. Br. at 254-55.   

Respondents’ arguments comparing this case to Carburetors are unpersuasive.  

There, “the only contextual information in the record” was complainant’s U.S. and 

worldwide sales of DI products as the complainant provided no additional context to 

perform any quantitative or qualitative and attempted to rely “solely on the absolute 

value” of its domestic investments.  Carburetors, Inv. No. 337-TA-1123, Comm’n Op. at 

16-17 (emphasis added).  Unlike the complainant in Carburetors, as discussed above in 

detail, Corning provided four analyses of context and is not attempting to rely on the 

“absolute value” of its investments.   

In one of those analyses, Mr. Schoettelkotte compared Corning’s domestic R&D 

expenses for EDGE to the foreign R&D expenses, which shows that over  of the 

R&D labor hours took place in the United States.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) 

Q/A 136; CX-1817C (Corning U.S. v. Global Labor Hours Ex. 4.2).  In response to this 

data — which Ms. Mulhern does not dispute, Mulhern Tr. 932 — respondents argue that 

the only way to show significance is by comparing the cost of research and development 

to the cost of manufacturing.  See Resps. Br. at 289.  This is not persuasive, unsupported 

by precedent, and inconsistent with the Commission’s requirement of showing the 

relative importance of domestic activities in context.   

Third, respondents argue that Corning “performed no assessment of the relative 

importance of its claimed activities in any relevant context, including the company, the 

marketplace, the industry, or its overall investment with respect to the DI products, and 

has provided insufficient information to permit a meaningful contextual analysis.”  See 
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Resps. Br. at 286.  As discussed above, in addition to opining on the success of the 

EDGE products in the data center industry, Mr. Schoettelkotte also compared the 

investments Corning made in the EDGE products with the investments respondents made 

in developing their own infringing products.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 

144-46.  Respondents have not shown that comparing Corning’s investments to those of 

respondents, who are in the same industry, is “irrelevant,” Resps. Br. at 290, to the 

contextual analysis.   

Respondents also argue that Corning’s showing of greater R&D expenses for 

domestic industry purposes is inconsistent with Corning’s showing for validity purposes 

that respondents took time and effort to develop their products.  There is no 

inconsistency.  Corning has shown that respondents invested substantial time and effort 

in developing their products, even with the benefit of their use of Corning’s patents and 

EDGE.  However, Corning has also shown that it invested much more time and effort to 

create EDGE in the first place, which shows that its domestic R&D investments were 

substantial.  Compare Resps. Br. at 290 (  hours for Leviton’s Accused Product) 

with CX-0005C (Clark WS) Q/A 24 (over  hours for EDGE).   

* * * 

Accordingly, it is determined that Corning has satisfied the economic prong of the 

domestic industry requirement of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a) under either of subparagraphs (B) 

or (C).   
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IX. Conclusions of Law 

1. The Commission has subject matter jurisdiction, personal jurisdiction over 

the parties, and in rem jurisdiction in this investigation.   

2. The accused products have been imported or sold for importation into the 

United States.   

3. The accused products infringe the asserted claims of U.S. Patent No. 

9,020,320.   

4. The accused products infringe the asserted claims of U.S. Patent No. 

10,444,456.   

5. The accused products infringe the asserted claims of U.S. Patent No. 

10,120,153.   

6. With respect to U.S. Patent No. 8,712,206, (a) the accused products of FS 

and Wirewerks infringe asserted claims 22 and 23; (b) the accused products of 

Siemon infringe claim 22; and (c) the accused products of Panduit do not infringe 

claim 22 or claim 23.  

7. The domestic industry requirement has been satisfied with respect to all 

asserted patents   

8. It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that any of the 

asserted claims are invalid.   

X. Initial Determination on Violation 

Accordingly, it is the INITIAL DETERMINATION of the undersigned that a 

violation of section 337 (19 U.S.C. § 1337) has occurred in the importation into the 
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United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after 

importation, of certain high-density fiber optic equipment and components thereof that 

infringe the asserted claims of U.S. Patent No. 9,020,320; U.S. Patent No. 10,444,456; 

U.S. Patent No. 10,120,153; and U.S. Patent No. 8,712,206.   

Further, this initial determination, together with the record of the hearing in this 

investigation consisting of (1) the transcript of the hearing, with appropriate corrections 

as may hereafter be ordered, and (2) the exhibits received into evidence in this 

investigation, is hereby certified to the Commission. 

In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.93(c), all material found to be confidential by 

the undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera treatment. 

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this initial determination upon all 

parties of record and the confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the 

Protective Order, as amended, issued in this investigation. 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this initial determination shall become the 

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 

§ 210.43(a) or the Commission, pursuant to § 210.44, orders on its own motion a review 

of the initial determination or certain issues herein.   

XI. Recommended Determination on Remedy and Bonding 

Pursuant to the notice of investigation, 85 Fed. Reg. 16653 (Mar. 24, 2020), this is 

the recommended determination in Certain High-Density Fiber Optic Equipment and 

Components Thereof, United States International Trade Commission Investigation No. 

337-TA-1194.   
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A. Limited Exclusion Order 

The Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of 

the remedy in a section 337 proceeding.  Viscofan, S.A. v. United States Int’l Trade 

Comm’n, 787 F.2d 544, 548 (Fed. Cir. 1986).  A limited exclusion order directed to 

respondents’ infringing products is among the remedies that the Commission may 

impose.  See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d).   

Corning argues, “if a general exclusion order is not issued, permanent limited 

exclusion orders should issue barring from entry into the United States all of 

Respondents’ high-density fiber optic equipment and components thereof that infringe 

one or more claims of the Asserted Patents.”  Compl. Br. at 287.  The Staff agrees.  Staff 

Br. at 227 n.44.  Respondents, on the other hand, argue that “any remedy should be 

narrowly tailored.”  See Resps. Br. at 291-92.  Respondents’ requests are addressed 

below.   

As discussed below, it is the recommendation of the administrative law judge that 

in the event that a violation of section 337 is found, and subject to any public interest 

determination that the Commission may make, at least a limited exclusion order should 

issue.   

B. Respondents’ Requests 

Respondents request numerous restrictions of and exceptions to any remedial 

orders issued in this investigation.  Respondents argue that “any remedy should be 

narrowly tailored”:  

Any issued remedy must have a “reasonable relation to the 
unlawful practices found to exist.”  Hyundai Elecs.  Indus. Co., Ltd. v. 
U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 899 F.2d 1204, 1209 (Fed. Cir. 1990).  If a 
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violation is found, any remedy should be restricted to imported accused 
products found to infringe a valid patent and should not extend to products 
with substantial non-infringing uses, or to domestically manufactured, 
non-imported products.  Any remedy should include exceptions to allow 
for Respondents’ continued service and repair of any products sold before 
the effective date of any remedial order and to complete any pending 
contracts or purchase orders.  Any remedy should be delayed to permit 
Respondents an opportunity to develop alternative, non-infringing 
products.  Any remedy should contain an exception for products to be sold 
to or used by any government agency, branch, facility, or base.  Any 
exclusion order should contain a certification provision.  Any remedy 
should also be appropriate in light of the public interest. 

For any remedial order issued against the parties for the ‘320, ‘456, 
or ‘153 Patents, the scope of the order should not encompass components 
imported for use with domestically-developed products.  No respondent 
imports the accused chassis and module combinations.  No respondent 
sells such combinations.  Schoettelkotte Tr. 130:15-20. 

Panduit and Siemon do not import the accused chassis.  Panduit’s 
chassis are developed and manufactured in Illinois.  See, e.g., JX-0028C 
(Wagner Dep.  Tr.) 42:5-43:7, 79:6-22, 81:21-82:3; JX-0029C (Wiltjer 
Dep. Tr.) 64:5-65-8. Siemon’s LightStack enclosures are manufactured by 
Siemon in Connecticut.  Veatch Tr. 468:10-24; RX-1266C (Veatch WS) 
Q/A 17.  Accordingly, modules imported for use with domestically-
developed chassis should be excluded from any remedial order. 

Leviton does not import the accused cassettes or enclosures.  RX-
0005C (Kim WS) Q/A 34-35.  Leviton previously imported  

of the accused enclosures, but no longer 
imports those materials.  Id. Q/A 37; RX-0005.1C (Kim WS) Q/A 37.  No 
remedy should apply to Leviton’s domestically-made products or to 
products not imported. 

Resps. Br. at 291-92.   

Corning argues each request should be denied.  See Compl. Reply Br. at 76-80.  

The Staff argues that each request should be denied, except for the service and repair, as 

well as the certification provision.  See Staff Reply Br. at 42-44.   

As an initial matter, the Commission, not a party found to infringe a valid patent, 

has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of the remedy in a section 
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337 proceeding.  Any summary request for exceptions without legal and/or factual 

support is without any merit and need not be considered.  That is the case here.  Further, 

these exceptions would improperly narrow the remedies and enable respondents to 

circumvent an exclusion order.   

As shown below, for the reasons argued by Corning and the Staff (for the most 

part), the administrative law judge cannot recommend any of these requests except for 

service and repair, and the certification provision.  See Compl. Reply Br. at 76-80; Staff 

Reply Br. at 42-44.   

(1) Restriction of any remedy to “imported accused products found to 
infringe a valid patent” 

“The Commission’s long-standing practice is to direct its remedial orders to all 

products covered by the patent claims as to which a violation has been found, rather than 

limiting its orders only to those specific models selected for the infringement analysis.”  

Certain Optical Disk Controller Chips & Chipsets & Prods. Containing Same, Including 

DVD Players & PC Optical Storage Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-506, Comm’n Op. at 56 

(Sept. 28, 2005).  This practice ensures fulfillment of the central remedial policy of the 

statute: “ensur[ing] complete relief to the domestic industry.”  Certain Road Milling 

Machines & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1067, Comm’n Op. at 6 (Aug. 7, 

2019) (internal citation and quotation marks omitted).  Moreover, an “exclusion order 

covering only specific models of an accused device could easily be circumvented, 

thereby denying complete relief.”  Id.   
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(2) Exception for products that have “substantial non-infringing uses” 
or are “domestically manufactured[ and] non-imported” 

Respondents argue that any products that have “substantial non-infringing uses” 

should be excepted from the remedial orders, including from cease and desist orders.  

While the existence of substantial noninfringing uses can preclude a finding of 

contributory infringement, they do not preclude a finding of direct or induced 

infringement.  If infringement of any kind is found, a remedy should issue unless the 

asserted patent claims are shown to be invalid or the Commission finds that a remedy 

would violate one or more of the statutory public interest factors.   

Respondents argue that “the scope of the order should not encompass components 

imported for use with domestically-developed products.”  This argument is inconsistent 

with the holdings in Suprema and Blood Cholesterol Testing Strips.  A remedial order 

may apply to components that do not infringe at the time of importation, but infringe 

when combined with other components post-importation.  See Suprema, 796 F.3d 

at 1348-52; Blood Cholesterol Testing Strips, Comm’n Op. at 32-33.   

(3) Exceptions for service and repair 

Corning argues, “Respondents’ request for an exception to any exclusion order for 

“service and repair” must be denied.  Although a service and repair exception can be 

appropriate in investigations where Respondents provide sufficient evidence that these 

activities are important, Respondents have provided no such evidence here.”  Compl. 

Reply Br. at 78.  The Staff argues that “to the extent that any third party customers need 

specific parts for servicing existing products, the Staff would not oppose an exception to 

any remedial order for service and repair of products sold before the order issued.”   
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Here, respondents simply argue, “Any remedy should include exceptions to allow 

for Respondents’ continued service and repair of any products sold before the effective 

date of any remedial order and to complete any pending contracts or purchase orders.”  

Resps. Br. at 291.  Respondents say nothing more, and they do not cite to any evidence.  

See Resps. Br. at 291-92.54   

Nonetheless, while respondents have not come forward with evidentiary support, 

the administrative law judge recommends the exception for service and repair inasmuch 

as that is the Commission practice, and the purpose of the remedy is not to cause 

disruption to end users.   

(4) Exceptions to complete “pending contracts” or “purchase orders”;  

Respondents have not provided sufficient evidence of either pending contracts or 

purchase orders in existence, nor have they provided any reason why such contracts being 

fulfilled would be justified.  See Road Milling Machines, Inv. No. 337-TA-1067, 

Comm’n Op. at 14-15 (rejecting exception for shipments “scheduled for delivery” 

because it “would potentially circumvent the exclusion order,” particularly where 

respondent failed to identify what the shipments entailed or how many shipments the 

exception would permit).   

(5) Delay to permit respondents to develop non-infringing products 

Respondents offered no evidence or basis to justify a delay or transition period of 

any kind.  Certain Mobile Devices, Associated Software, & Components Thereof, Inv. 
 

54 In the Joint Outline, respondents also cite pages 295-300 (of their brief) concerning 
“the scope, duration, and exceptions.”  However, in those pages, there is no discussion of 
“the scope, duration, and exceptions.”  See Resps. Br. at 295-300; see also Resps. Reply 
Br. at 78, 79-80 (no discussion of “the scope, duration, and exceptions).   
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No. 337-TA-744, Comm’n Op. at 22-23 (June 5, 2012) (rejecting respondent’s argument 

for a “transition period” delaying enforcement of a limited exclusion order because 

“neither [respondent] nor any third party provided any factual basis to justify 

implementation of a transition period in this investigation”).  They give no reason why 

the Commission should allow respondents to continue their infringing activities while 

attempting to design around complainant’s patents.  See Resps. Br. at 291-92.   

(6) Exceptions for sales to government agencies 

Respondents do not qualify for an exemption for “products to be sold to or used 

by any government agency, branch, facility, or base.”  Such exemptions are governed by 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(l), which respondents do not cite or discuss.  That statute specifically 

exempts only the United States government, not state or local governments or their 

affiliates.  See id.  Respondents offer no evidence that they sell the accused products to 

the federal government.  Certain Intraoral Scanners & Related Hardware & Software, 

Inv. No. 337-TA-1090, Initial Det. at 151 (Apr. 26, 2019).   

(7) Certification provision 

The Staff does not oppose the inclusion of a certification provision.  See Staff 

Reply Br. at 43 n.19.  As noted by the Staff, certification provisions are standard in all 

Commission exclusion orders.   

(8) Any remedy should be appropriate in light of the public interest 

Consideration of the public interest factors has not been delegated to the 

administrative law judge in this investigation.   
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C. General Exclusion Order 

If a violation is found, Corning has requested a general exclusion order pursuant 

to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2), excluding from entry into the United States all products and 

components thereof that infringe one or more asserted claims of the patents at issue.  See 

Compl. Br. at 259-86, 299-300.  Corning argues, “A general exclusion order (‘GEO’) 

should issue prohibiting the unlicensed entry of all high-density fiber optic equipment 

and components thereof that infringe the Asserted Claims.  Both potential bases for a 

GEO under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2) are present:  (A) a general exclusion from entry of 

articles is necessary to prevent circumvention of limited exclusion orders; and (B) there is 

a pattern of violation, and it is difficult to identify the source of infringing products.”  

Compl. Br. at 259.  The Staff argues, “The evidence has established that a general 

exclusion order is warranted in this investigation under subparagraph (B) of 19 U.S.C. § 

1337(d)(2).”  Staff Br. at 222.   

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(g)(2), “a general exclusion from entry of articles, 

regardless of the source or importer of the articles, may be issued if --- (A) no person 

appears to contest an investigation concerning a violation of the provisions of this 

section, (B) such a violation is established by substantial, reliable, and probative 

evidence, and (C) the requirements of subsection (d)(2) are met.”  19 U.S.C. § 

1337(g)(2).   

Section 337(d)(2) states in relevant part: 

(d) Exclusion of articles from entry . . . 

(2) The authority of the Commission to order an exclusion from 
entry of articles shall be limited to persons determined by the 
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Commission to be violating this section unless the Commission 
determines that – 

 
(A) a general exclusion from entry of articles is necessary 

to prevent circumvention of an exclusion order limited 
to products of named persons; or 

 
(B) there is a pattern of violation of this section and it is 

difficult to identify the source of infringing products. 
 
19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2).   

Thus, a GEO is warranted when “a general exclusion from entry of articles is 

necessary to prevent circumvention of an exclusion order limited to products of named 

persons” or “there is a pattern of violation of this section and it is difficult to identify the 

source of infringing products.”  19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2)(A); 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2)(B).  

Satisfaction of either criterion is sufficient for imposition of a GEO.  Certain Cigarettes 

and Packaging Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-643, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Oct. 1, 2009).  The 

Commission “now focus[es] principally on the statutory language itself” when 

determining whether a GEO is warranted.  Certain Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and 

Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-615, Comm’n Op. at 25 (Mar. 27, 2009).  

“In determining whether either criterion is satisfied the Commission may look not only to 

the activities of active respondents, but also to those of non-respondents as well as 

respondents who have defaulted or been terminated from an investigation.”  Certain 

Personal Transporters, Components Thereof, and Manuals Therefor, Inv. No. 337-TA-

935, USITC Pub. No. 4906, Comm’n Op. at 6 (June 2019).   

For the reasons discussed below, the evidence establishes that a general exclusion 

order is warranted in this investigation under subparagraph (B) of 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1337(d)(2).   
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1. Preventing Circumvention of a Limited 
Exclusion Order 

The evidence does not demonstrate that conditions in the market for fiber optic 

equipment provide incentives for the named respondents to attempt to circumvent a 

limited exclusion order.  Corning argues that high demand for infringing products, the 

availability of high profit margins, and low barriers to entering the market would 

encourage respondents, particularly the defaulting respondents, to attempt to circumvent 

any limited exclusion order imposed in this investigation.  See Compl. Br. at 260-63; see 

CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 166-77 (analyzing respondents’ profitability).  

There is evidence, however, suggesting that attempts at circumvention would be unlikely 

to succeed.   

The market in which the named respondents operate is a tight-knit market with 

sophisticated customers who have established relationships with known suppliers.  See 

RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 179 (“[E]nd-users of the fiber optic products at issue are 

sophisticated and demanding.”); accord Schoettelkotte Tr. 177.  Just four “Hyper4” data 

center customers (Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and Facebook) account for nearly 50 

percent of the entire data center market.  Id. Q/A 201.  Customers “typically look for a 

complete integrated solution platform that meets the density requirements across the 

entire application including not only enclosures and cassettes but also horizontal and 

vertical cable management, cable pathways, and labeling.  These customers also demand 

a high level of technical support in consultative pre- and post-sales support.”  CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 115; CX-1726C (Panduit 2014 Business Plan) at 9.  Thus, even 

if complainant is correct that profits are high and production costs are low in the fiber 
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optic equipment industry, CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 65, the evidence of customer 

demand for stable, established relationships with suppliers suggests that barriers to entry 

are actually quite high.  See Schoettelkotte Tr. 177.   

Customer expectations also provide a significant disincentive for the named 

respondents to attempt to circumvent a limited exclusion order by importing products 

under other, less-established brand names or distribution channels.  The evidence shows 

that some respondents have long-standing positions in the fiber optics communications 

market.55  Siemon, for example, was founded in 1903 and began manufacturing and 

selling telecommunications equipment in 1906.  See RX-1266C (Veatch WS) Q/A 4.  

There is insufficient evidence to suggest that such respondents would be willing to risk 

their relationships with current customers for the sake of circumventing a limited 

exclusion order.   

Accordingly, Corning has not met its burden of establishing that a general 

exclusion order is necessary to prevent circumvention of a limited exclusion order.  See 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2)(A).   

 
55 An exception is FS.com, which has a history of corporate name changes.  The 
manufacturer of FS products, FS.com Ltd., was “formerly known as Fiberstore Co. Ltd.” 
and appears to still be using that old name on its invoices.  CX-1970 (FS June 5, 2020 
Resps. to Interrogs.) at 7; CX-0412 (FS.com invoices) at 5.  For U.S. distribution, Wei 
Xiang, the majority owner of the FS.com corporate family, created Fiberstore Inc. in 
Washington and FS.com in Delaware.  JX-0030C (Xiang Dep. Tr.) at 29-30; see id. at 20-
22, 30 (for a time, both entities fulfilled U.S. orders placed on the FS.com website 
operated by a third, Chinese entity).  A customer making a purchase on the FS.com 
website could not tell which entity was completing the transaction.  Id. at 30-31; JX-
0031C (Zhang Dep.) at 74-75.  Fiberstore Inc. has since ceased operations and FS.com 
has taken over its inventory and customer relationships.  JX-0030C at 30:6-11; JX-0031C 
at 19-21.   
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2. Pattern of Violation and Difficulty in Identifying 
the Source of Infringing Products 

While a general exclusion order would not be warranted under subparagraph (A) 

of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2), complainant has established the need for a general exclusion 

order under subparagraph (B).   

First, a pattern of violation of the asserted patents exists.  Of the thirteen original 

respondents in this investigation, four have been shown to infringe (FS, Leviton, Panduit, 

and Siemon).   

Five more respondents have been found in default: 

• Order No. 7 (Initial Determination Finding Respondent Huber+Suhner AG in 
Default) (June 9, 2020), Order No. 8 (Initial Determination Finding 
Respondent Huber+Suhner Inc. in Default) (June 9, 2020), aff’d, Commission 
Determination Not to Review Initial Determinations Finding Two 
Respondents in Default (June 22, 2020).   

• Order No. 13 (Initial Determination Finding Respondents Anfkom, Tarluz, 
and Wulei Bonelinks in Default) (Aug. 21, 2020), aff’d, Commission 
Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Finding Three 
Respondents in Default (Sept. 15, 2020).   

The evidence shows that it is more likely than not that these defaulting 

respondents’ products infringe.  See CX-0597 (Huber+Suhner chassis webpage); CX-

0598 (Huber+Suhner module webpage); CX-0638 (TARLUZ product catalog); CX-0639 

(TARLUZ chassis webpage); CX-0582 (Anfkom chassis webpage); CX-0583 (Anfkom 

module webpage); CX-0649 (Alibaba.com Wulei Bonelinks Webpage-1); CX-0651 

(Wulei Bonelinks sample product photos) (all showing products with strong similarities 

to the products disclosed in the asserted patents); see also Complaint, ¶¶ 91-119, 149-75, 

286-302, 338-60 (describing alleged infringement by defaulting respondents).  The 
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evidence concerning these nine respondents is sufficient to establish a pattern of 

violation.   

Second, Corning argues, and has shown, that there are many non-respondent 

entities in the market for fiber optic equipment, any of whom could be the source of 

infringing products.  Corning’s Mr. Hicks identified 31 non-respondent entities that sell 

or offer to sell products that he alleges are copies of EDGE likely to infringe the asserted 

patents.56  See Compl. Br. at 275-76 citing (CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 72-74, CDX-

0004.1 (Hicks Direct Demonstratives) at 18-49).  Mr. Hicks testified that the products 

sold by these companies are all “strikingly similar to EDGE.”  CX-0004C (Hicks WS) 

Q/A 70; Hicks Tr. 100-102.  For example, regarding the products one of the companies 

identified, Shenzhen DYS Fiberoptic Tech Company, Ltd., Mr. Hicks testified:  

[Y]ou’ll see, again, in quotes on the slide, which are 
quotations taken from the literature from Shenzhen DYS 
Fiber, which is actually advertised on Alibaba.com, talks 
about the density of the 144 fiber per 1U, the sliding tray 
designs, and the 19-inch fitting in a 19-inch installation. 
That – that in and of itself is not necessarily related to 
EDGE, because most data center hardware can fit in a 19-

 
56 The entities identified are (1) Amphenol Network Solutions; (2) APS Cables & 
Connectors OY; (3) CABLExpress (part of CXtec Inc.); (4) Conexus Technologies, Inc.; 
(5) Fiber Connections, Inc.; (6) Fibernet Ltd. (Israel); (7) Fibernet (Italy); (8) FiberOptic 
Distribution LLC; (9) Hefei Xingcheng Comms. Co., Ltd.; (10) Hubbell Inc./Hubbell 
Premise Wiring; (11) Hubei Chenyu Photoelectric Tech. Co., Ltd.; (12) Hunan Twilight 
Optic Co., Ltd.; (13) HYC Co., Ltd.; (14) JFOPT Co., Ltd./Shenzhen Jiafu Optical 
Comm. Co., Ltd.; (15) Kocent Optec, Ltd.; (16) Molex Inc.; (17) Nexans; (18) Ningbo 
Geteknet Telecom Equipment Co., Ltd.; (19) Ningbo Jingkon Fiber Comm. Apparatus 
Co., Ltd.; (20) Rosenberger-OSI GmbH & Co. OHG; (21) Shenzhen Damu Tech Co., 
Ltd.; (22) Shenzhen DYS Fiber Optic Tech Co., Ltd.; (23) Shenzhen Fenglin Optical 
Comm. Co., Ltd.; (24) Shenzhen Fibercan Optical Co., Ltd.; (25) Shenzhen IH Optics 
Co., Ltd.; (26) Shenzhen Junjin Tech. Co., Ltd.; (27) Shenzhen Spring Optical Comm. 
Tech. Co., Ltd.; (28) Shenzhen Unifiber Tech. Co., Ltd.; (29) Shenzhen UT-King Tech. 
Co., Ltd.; (30) SHKE Comm. Tech. Co., Ltd.; and (31) Wuhan Wolon Comm. Tech. Co., 
Ltd.  CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 72-74. 
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inch rack.  But there’s also, in the foreground, modules that 
very closely resemble the footprint and look of EDGE, 
even in terms of the latching mechanisms at the back of 
the – of the module.  The two little tabs that you squeeze, 
that’s actually an invention from a coworker of mine, 
who’s a close friend.  

Q. Now, did you obtain the images that are shown in CDX-
0004C?  Excuse me, in CDX-0004?  

A. Yes.  Our team did a great deal of due diligence to 
identify companies, in addition to the Respondents that 
are – have products that appear to be mere copies of the – 
of EDGE solution. 

Hicks Tr. 101-102.   

Finally, there is evidence that it is difficult to identify the sources of potentially 

infringing products.  Mr. Hicks testified that “[t]hese companies pop up quickly and we 

are unable to determine who they sell to or if they have significant market share.  It’s also 

hard for Corning to buy products from these companies.”  Id. Q/A 75.  He further 

testified that “it’s often hard to tell which company actually makes any given product.”  

Id.  Some entities, such as defaulting respondents TARLUZ and Wulei Bonelinks, sell 

potentially infringing products without branding or identification.  See id. Q/A 77; CX-

0640 (TARLUZ product photos); CX-0651 (Wulei Bonelinks product photos).  Such 

original equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”) may easily produce EDGE copies and then 

sell them to anyone under any brand.  See CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 79.  Mr. Hicks 

testified:  

There are so many different entities that have been copying Corning’s 
products.  Several companies are original equipment manufacturers 
(“OEMs”) that manufacture copied products but under a different 
company’s label.  Other times, products are unlabeled, mislabeled, or 
falsely associated with a different brand.  For example, at pages 5-17 of 
CDX-0004C (Hicks Direct), you can see that certain copied products look 
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identical to each other even though they came from different manufacturers.  
Page 7 shows five different companies that produce identical modules, and 
page 11 shows four different companies that produce identical chassis.  It’s 
hard (and often impossible) to know whether these companies 
independently manufactured these products with the same design or bought 
them from a third party or each other.  Finally, once the product arrives in 
the United States, there are many different domestic distributors.  That 
makes it hard to recognize and keep track of all the copiers. 

Id. Q/A 77. 

Corning argues that although it would not be practical to name every entity found 

to be selling products similar to EDGE products as a respondent, there is evidence that 

any one of them, if named in an investigation, would be found to infringe the asserted 

patents.  See Compl. Br. at 277.  Corning has shown that a number of non-respondents’ 

products closely resemble respondents’ accused products.  For example:  

• Shenzhen Unifiber, Shenzhen DYS, SHKE, and Ningbo Jingkon 
sell fiber optic modules that appear identical to respondent FS’s 
modules.  Compare CX-1412 (Unifiber Tech.); CX-1075 
(Shenzhen DYS); CX-1440 (SHKE); CX-1326 (Ningbo Jingkon) 
with CX-0263 (FS module inventory) at 5.   

• SHKE also sells fiber optic equipment that appears identical to one 
of defaulting respondent Anfkom’s systems.  Compare CX-1439 
(SHKE 8); CX-1440 (SHKE 9) with CX-0582 (Anfkom chassis 
webpage); CX-0583 (Anfkom module webpage).   

• Ningbo Geteknet sells products that appear identical to systems 
sold by defaulting respondents Anfkom and Wulei Bonelinks.  
Compare CX-1171 (Ningbo Geteknet) with CX-0649 
(Alibaba.com Wulei Bonelinks webpage); CX-0582 (Anfkom 
chassis webpage).   

• Shenzhen Spring Optical, Hefei Xingcheng, Ningbo Geteknet, and 
Shenzhen UT-King sell chassis that appear identical to those sold 
by defaulting respondents TARLUZ and Wulei Bonelinks.  
Compare CX-1395 (Spring Optical); CX-1206 (Hefei); CX-1422 
(UT-King Tech.); CX-1169 (Ningbo Geteknet) with CX-0640 
(TARLUZ product photos); CX-0651 (Wulei Bonelinks product 
photos). 
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See also Hicks Tr. 100-101 (“[Y]ou’ll see that [the product sold by JFOPT Co., Ltd. is] a 

1U rack mount patch panel that houses three independent sliding trays, just like EDGE, 

with a density of 144 fibers, just like EDGE.  Each independent tray has sliding rail to 

pull smoothly, just like EDGE.  And it – each tray is able to hold four cassettes, just like 

EDGE.  And so it has the same features, the same look, format, as well as matching some 

of the Chinese Respondents’ product.”); see CDX-0004.1 (Hicks Direct Demonstratives) 

at 32.   

* * * 

“In general, in determining whether to issue a GEO, the Commission balances the 

complainant’s interest in obtaining complete protection from all potential foreign 

infringers against the inherent potential of a GEO to disrupt legitimate trade.”  Certain 

Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memories, Inv. No. 337-TA-276, USITC Pub. 

No. 2196, Comm’n Op. at 125 (May 1989), aff’d sub. nom. Hyundai Elec. Indus. v. 

International Trade Comm’n, 899 F.2d 1204 (Fed. Cir. 1990).  In this investigation, 

complainant and the named respondents account for the majority of the fiber optic 

equipment market, both globally and in the United States.  See RX-0007C (Mulhern) Q/A 

33, 196-205; RX-0731C through RX-0733C (market shares by segment); RDX-0007C 

(Mulhern demonstratives) at 20 (Corning and respondents account for 57 percent of 

North American market and 81 percent of sales to the “Hyper4” data center users).   

A limited exclusion order directed to the named respondents would provide 

Corning with most of the relief to which it is entitled, and would avoid the disruption of 

legitimate trade that a general exclusion order can create.  As discussed above, however, 
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the portion of the market not occupied by the named respondents, appears to be full of 

rapidly appearing and disappearing manufacturers and distributors that make and sell 

products with strong similarities to both Corning’s EDGE products and the infringing 

products of the named respondents.  See CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 75.  As the Staff 

argued, this is exactly the sort of situation that general exclusion orders are designed to 

address.   

* * * 

Accordingly, Corning has met its burden of establishing that a pattern of violation 

exists with respect to the asserted patents and that it is difficult to identify the source of 

infringing products.  See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(2)(B).   

D. Cease and Desist Order 

Corning requests the administrative law judge to recommend the entry of cease 

and desist orders directed to the respondents discussed below.  See Compl. Br. at 287-94.   

Section 337 provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion 

order, the Commission may issue a cease and desist order as a remedy for a violation of 

section 337.  19 U.S.C. § 1337(f)(1).  The Commission “generally issues a cease and 

desist order only when a respondent maintains a commercially significant inventory of 

infringing products in the United States.” Certain Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and 

Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-615, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Mar. 26, 2009); 

Certain Video Game Systems, Accessories, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-

473, Comm’n Op. at 2 (Dec. 24, 2002).   
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1. Participating Respondents 

With respect to the participating respondents, Corning argues, “The Commission 

should issue cease and desist orders to Respondents FS.com, Leviton, and Panduit 

because each maintains commercially significant inventory of the Accused Products in 

the U.S. and has significant domestic operations relating to the Accused Products.”  

Compl. Br. at 287.   

The Staff agrees.  See Staff Br. at 228-32.   

Respondents argue:  

Complainant and Mr. Schoettelkotte’s analysis regarding amounts 
in inventory is flawed and overstated.  First, Mr. Schoettelkotte’s opinion 
regarding aggregate “months of inventory” fails to account for the nature 
of sales in the data center marketplace and the data produced by 
Respondents.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 225–231.  Indeed, sales in 
the data center market are not uniform or steady, since orders from clients 
tend to be large and sporadic.  Id.; see also JX-0028C (Wagner Dep.  Tr.) 
102:2–13. 

Second, each of the Asserted Patents, except for the ‘206 Patent, 
require a combination of chassis and modules that are used together in a 
particular combination in order to allegedly infringe.  See RX-0008C 
(Lebby RWS) Q/A 194, 252, 290.  Certain Respondents do not import 
either the accused chassis or the accused modules, and none import the 
accused system or combinations.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 233-
237; RX-0005C (Kim WS) Q/A 34–35; JX-0013C (Byquist Dep. Tr.) 113-
114; CX-1982C (Leviton Responses to Requests for Admission); CX-
1988C (Leviton Responses to Interrogatories); JX-0028C (Wagner Dep.  
Tr.) 43, 79, 81-82; RX-1266C (Veatch WS) Q/A 18-19.  All of the 
accused products have substantial non-infringing uses.  See §§ VI.A, 
VII.A, and VIII.A, supra.  Staff agrees.  SPHB at 78.  Mr. Schoettelkotte 
admitted he did not assess inventories of the accused combinations.  
Schoettelkotte Tr. 130:6-20.  Complainant cannot, on the basis of 
importation of non-infringing components with substantial non-infringing 
uses, enjoin entirely domestic products and aspects of Respondents’ high-
density fiber optic business. 

Third, only imported inventory—not inventory of products 
manufactured in the United States—is relevant to the CDO analysis.  
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Complainant has not addressed this point at all.  Schoettelkotte Tr. 129:11-
21 (taking no opinion on importation of inventory).  Any remedy provided 
must have a “reasonable relation to the unlawful practices found to exist.”  
Hyundai Elecs.  Indus. Co., Ltd. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 899 F.2d 
1204, 1209 (Fed. Cir. 1990); see also 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d).  By statute, a 
CDO is only available “[i]n addition to, or in lieu of, taking action under 
subsection (d) or (e).”  19 U.S.C.  § 1337(f)(1).  In other words, if action 
cannot be taken in this investigation pursuant to subsection (d) or (e), then 
no CDO can issue because it would not be “[i]n addition to” or “in lieu of” 
the remedies in subsection (d) or (e).  Any CDO against Respondents’ 
domestic products and activities would effectively amount to a 
conventional patent injunction under 35 U.S.C.  § 283, which the 
Commission is not empowered to or constitutionally authorized to grant as 
a non-Article III administrative body.  CDOs do not give the Commission 
jurisdiction to issue injunctions on entirely domestic activity, divorced 
from importation.  Doing so turns Section 337 on its head.  Any CDO as 
to Respondents’ domestic manufacture and sale exceeds the Commission’s 
statutory authority.  19 U.S.C. § 1337; see also Kisor v. Wilkie, 139 S. Ct. 
2400 (2019); Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 
U.S.  837 (1984).  Any CDO should be limited to imported, infringing 
products. 

Finally, Complainant ignores evidence of no inventory for many 
products.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 238-241; RX-0750C (Mulhern 
Exhibit 26); RX-0752C (Mulhern Exhibit 28); RX-0753C (Exhibit 29 to 
Mulhern Expert Report).  There are no inventories of accused Leviton 
modules, FS chassis, certain FS modules, and 160 models of Panduit 
modules.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 238-241; Schoettelkotte Tr. 
129:23-130:5 (confirming no opinion of significant inventory of Leviton 
modules).  Because certain products are not imported, there are also no 
relevant inventories of imported accused Leviton chassis or Panduit 
chassis.  Id. 

As Leviton does not import any products—and no longer imports 
any components or materials—there will be no inventory of any imported 
infringing products at the time any remedy issues.  RX-0005.1C (Kim 
WS) Q/A 37.  No CDO should issue as to any product for which there is 
zero inventory, or as to any product manufactured in the United States.  
Even (improperly) using for Leviton, this is  

.  See CX-
1820C (U.S. Sales of EDGE Chassis Ex.  5.3) (reflecting  

.  That number is not commercially significant 
by any measure. 

Resps. Br. at 292-95.   
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Both Mr. Schoettelkotte and Mr. Hicks testified that due to the direct, head-to-

head competitive relationship between the parties, Corning has lost sales of the EDGE DI 

Products to respondents FS, Leviton, and Panduit.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) 

Q/A 180; CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 63-65.  Respondents’ documents and testimony 

show that respondents view Corning as the market benchmark both from a technical and 

pricing standpoint.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 180.  Thus, as Mr. 

Schoettelkotte testified, respondents’ domestic inventory, combined with their domestic 

operations, is commercially significant due to the potential to take sales from Corning.  

See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 180-81. 

To assess respondents’ inventory, Mr. Schoettelkotte analyzed the available data 

to determine the average sales of accused products per month for each respondent, 

separated by accused chassis and accused modules.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) 

Q/A 195-97 (FS); 204 (Leviton); 212-13 (Panduit).  He used this information to calculate 

the number of months of inventory held by FS, Leviton, and Panduit, which he found 

commercially significant.  Id.  He also found these respondents’ business operations in 

the U.S. relating to the accused products commercially significant.  Id. Q/A 192, 198 

(FS); 200-01, 205 (Leviton); 207-08, 214 (Panduit).  Mr. Schoettelkotte’s analysis of 

significant business operations is supported by Mr. Polidan’s (of former respondent AFL) 

testimony that Panduit, Leviton, and Siemon have broad distribution networks throughout 

the country.  See Polidan Tr. 194-195.   

Ms. Mulhern critiques Mr. Schoettelkotte’s analysis, but does not dispute that any 

of these respondents has commercially significant inventory or significant domestic 

operations relating to the accused products.  See Mulhern Tr. 944-945.  Instead, Ms. 
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Mulhern opines that, inasmuch as sales in this market are “lumpy,” an average-months-

of-inventory analysis is inappropriate.  See RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 226-30.  Ms. 

Mulhern has not opined on a more reliable approach.  Ms. Mulhern also opines that some 

models of some respondents’ accused products have no domestic inventory.  Id. Q/A 230.  

However, a cease and desist order does not require a product-by-product calculation 

where, as here, there are hundreds of accused products, and it would be unworkable for 

the Commission and Customs to differentiate among them.   

a. FS 

FS’s accused products compete with the EDGE DI Products.  See CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 191; CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 58.  FS has significant 

domestic operations that include a 44,000 square foot warehouse in Delaware with almost 

2,000 different parts that provides prompt delivery of products to domestic customers.  

See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 192, 37-38.  FS’s sales and inventory data 

relating to the accused products indicate that its domestic inventory is sufficient to satisfy 

approximately 15-19 months of sales of chassis and modules.  See CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 197; CX-1838C (FS Inventory Amended Ex. 7.2).  This 

inventory is commercially significant, and coupled with FS’s significant domestic 

business operations, supports issuance of a cease and desist order against FS.  See CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 198. 

FS argues it stopped selling its accused products when it received Corning’s 

complaint, and that it had no inventory of accused chassis in May 2020.  See RX-0007C 

(Mulhern RWS) Q/A 204, 234.  As Mr. Schoettelkotte testified, this is inconsistent with 

FS data showing that it had an inventory of nearly 800 chassis worth over $100,000 just 
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days before the complaint was filed. Mr. Schoettelkotte therefore considered the data 

from just before the complaint in his analysis of months of chassis sales for FS.  CX-

0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 195.  Also, the testimony of FS’s witnesses about the 

date that it stopped selling products was subject to impeachment at the hearing, where 

Mr. Zhang first testified that information about the accused products was “removed from 

[the FS] web site . . . close in time to when FS.com, Inc. received the complaint.”  

However, when confronted with a July download of a web page, he stated that he did not 

know whether the page was still on the website.  See Zhang Tr. 583-584.   

b. Leviton 

Leviton’s accused products compete with Corning’s DI Products.  See CX-0003C 

(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 200; CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 58.  Leviton has significant 

business operations in the United States, including two manufacturing facilities and two 

distribution centers that maintain inventory of accused products, as well as a wide 

network of domestic distributors.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 201, 41.  

Leviton’s sales and inventory data relating to the accused products indicate that its 

current domestic inventory is sufficient to satisfy approximately one month of sales of 

chassis.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 204; CX-1827C (Leviton Inventory 

Ex. 7.3).  This inventory is commercially significant, and coupled with Leviton’s 

significant domestic business operations, supports a cease and desist order against 

Leviton.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 205.   

c. Panduit 

Panduit’s accused products compete with Corning’s DI Products.  See CX-0003C 
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(Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 207; CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 58.  Panduit has significant 

business operations in the United States, including a large warehouse in Illinois that 

maintains an inventory of thousands of accused products and a network of distributors 

that maintains an unspecified inventory of accused products and accounts for close to 

99% of Panduit’s sales.  See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 208-09, 45.   

 

.  Id. Q/A 213; CX-1828C 

(Panduit Inventory Amended Ex. 7.4).   

 

See CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 212.  This inventory 

is commercially significant, and coupled with Panduit’s significant domestic operations, 

supports a cease and desist order against Panduit.  Id. Q/A 214. 

2. Defaulting Respondents 

Section 337(g)(l) authorizes the Commission to issue cease and desist orders 

against defaulted respondents.  19 U.S.C. § 1337(g)(l); see Certain Hand Dryers and 

Housing for Hand Dryers, Inv. No. 337-TA-1015, Comm’n Op. at 9-10 (Oct. 30, 2017) 

(“Hand Dryers”).  This provision provides:  

If— 

(A) a complaint is filed against a person under this section; 

(B) the complaint and a notice of investigation are served on the person; 

(C) the person fails to respond to the complaint and notice or otherwise 
fails to appear to answer the complaint and notice; 

(D) the person fails to show good cause why the person should not be 
found in default; and 
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(E) the complainant seeks relief limited solely to that person;   

the Commission shall presume the facts alleged in the complaint to be true 
and shall, upon request, issue an exclusion from entry or a cease and desist 
order, or both, limited to that person unless, after considering the effect of 
such exclusion or order upon the public health and welfare, competitive 
conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly 
competitive articles in the United States, and United States consumers, the 
Commission finds that such exclusion or order should not be issued.   

19 U.S.C. § 1337(g)(1).   

As discussed above, the Commission has personal jurisdiction over all the 

respondents in this investigation.  Nevertheless, “[i]n determining whether the issuance of 

a CDO against a defaulted respondent is appropriate, the Commission considers whether 

the defaulted respondent maintains commercially significant inventories in the United 

States or has significant domestic operations that could undercut the remedy provided by 

an exclusion order.”  See Hand Dryers, Inv. No. 337-TA-1015, Comm’n Op. at 10; 

Certain Electric Skin Care Devices, Brushes and Chargers Therefore, and Kits 

Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-959, Comm’n Op. at 21-31 (Feb. 13, 2017) (“Skin 

Care Devices”) (discussion of statutory provision and Commission precedent).  The 

Commission’s practice recognizes that inasmuch as a defaulted respondent has chosen 

not to participate in the investigation, complainants are not able to obtain detailed 

information in discovery to support a request for a cease and desist order.  See Hand 

Dryers, Inv. No. 337-TA-1015, Comm’n Op. at 10.   

As to domestic respondents found in default under section 337(g)(1), the 

Commission has consistently inferred the presence of commercially significant 

inventories in the United States and granted complainant’s request for relief in the form 

of a cease and desist order.  See Hand Dryers, Inv. No. 337-TA-1015, Comm’n Op. at 24 
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(citing Certain Agricultural Tractors, Lawn Tractors, Riding Lawnmowers, and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-486, Comm’n Op. at l7-18 (July 14, 2003)); 

Certain Mobile Device Holders and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1028, 

Comm’n Op. at 24 (Mar. 22, 2018).   

As to defaulting respondents, Corning argues, inter alia:  

Cease-and-desist orders are further warranted against defaulting 
respondents Huber + Suhner, Inc., Huber+Suhner AG, TARLUZ, 
Anfkom, and Wulei Bonelinks.  When a respondent defaults, “the 
Commission shall presume the facts alleged in the complaint to be true 
and shall, upon request, issue an exclusion from entry or a cease and desist 
order, or both, limited to that person.”  19 U.S.C. § 1337(g)(l); see Certain 
Electric Skin Care Devices, Brushes and Chargers Therefor, Inv. No. 337-
TA-959, Comm’n Op. at 28 (Feb. 13, 2017).    

Compl. Br. at 291.   

The Staff agrees.  See Staff Br. at 231-32.   

a. Domestic Defaulting Respondent 

Huber + Suhner, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business 

in Delaware.  See Complaint, ¶ 19.  Huber + Suhner, Inc. filed a notice of default on 

April 29, 2020 (EDIS Doc. ID No. 709180), the administrative law judge issued an ID 

finding Huber + Suhner, Inc. in default (Order No. 8 (June 9, 2020)), and the 

Commission did not review the ID (Comm’n Notice, June 22, 2020).  The complaint and 

its exhibits show sufficient U.S. activities for a cease and desist order.  Specifically, 

complaint Exhibits 94 (H+S Chassis Webpage) and 95 (H+S Module Webpage) are 

images of H+S’s U.S. website, showing that it advertises the accused products and 

provides a customer service email and phone number for Huber + Suhner, Inc. in the 

United States.  Complaint Exhibit 96 (H+S Sales Contact Webpage) is another image of 
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H+S’s U.S. website, showing that it gives a physical address in Charlotte, NC, as well as 

an email, phone number, and website for Huber + Suhner, Inc. customer service.  

Complaint Exhibit 93 (H+S Press Release) is a press release discussing H+S displaying 

the accused products at a trade show in the United States.  Complaint Physical Exhibit 19 

(IANOS High-Density Connectivity System Video) is a video advertising the features of 

the Accused H+S Products.   

b. Foreign Defaulting Respondents 

For foreign companies that default, “the Commission has examined allegations in 

the complaint that foreign defaulting respondents maintain commercially significant U.S. 

inventories and/or are engaging in significant commercial business operations in the 

United States supported by available circumstantial evidence of online offers for sale, 

sales, and distribution of infringing products (as well as corresponding supporting 

documents relating to those sales) by foreign defaulting respondents demonstrating such 

significant domestic presence.”  Certain Electric Skin Care Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-

959, Comm’n Op. at 30 (citing Certain Digital Photo Frames & Image Display Devices 

& Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-807, Comm’n Op. at 10-11 (March 27, 2013)).   

As set forth below, the complaint and its exhibits show that each defaulting 

respondent has domestic activities that support a cease and desist order.   

Huber + Suhner AG 

Huber+Suhner AG is a Swiss corporation with a principal place of business in 

Switzerland.  See Complaint, ¶ 18.  Huber+Suhner AG filed a notice of default on April 

29, 2020 (EDIS Doc. ID No. 709180), the administrative law judge issued an ID finding 

Huber + Suhner, Inc. in default (Order No. 7 (June 9, 2020)), and the Commission did not 
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review the ID (Comm’n Notice, June 22, 2020).  The complaint and its exhibits show 

sufficient U.S. activities for a cease and desist order.  Specifically, complaint Exhibits 91 

(H+S U.S. Trademark Application) and 92 (H+S Trademark Status) show that 

Huber+Suhner AG applied for a trademark in the United States for the name of the 

accused products, “IANOS,” in 2015 and that the trademark remains active today.  

Complaint Exhibit 93 (H+S Press Release) is a press release discussing H+S displaying 

the accused products at a trade show in the United States.  Complaint Exhibit 97 (H+S 

Catalog Excerpt) is a publicly available H+S product catalog advertising the features of 

the Accused H+S Products.   

TARLUZ 

TARLUZ is a Chinese company with its principal place of business in China.  See 

Complaint, ¶ 23.  TARLUZ failed to respond to the complaint or to discovery, and the 

administrative law judge issued an ID finding it in default on August 21, 2020 (Order No. 

13), which was not reviewed by the Commission (Comm’n Notice, Sept. 15, 2020).  The 

complaint and its exhibits show sufficient U.S. activities for a cease and desist order.  

Specifically, complaint Exhibit 139 (CX-0637 (TARLUZ Invoices and Shipping Info)) 

shows a sale and importation of the Accused TARLUZ Products in the United States, 

including showing unit prices that are multiple orders of magnitude lower than the DI 

products.  Complaint Exhibits 140 (CX-0638 (TARLUZ Prod. Catalog)) and 141 

(TARLUZ Chassis Webpage) show a publicly available price list and advertisements for 

the accused products from TARLUZ’s U.S. website.   

Anfkom 

Anfkom is a Chinese company with a principal place of business in China.  See 
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Complaint, ¶ 24.  Anfkom failed to respond to the complaint or discovery, and the 

administrative law judge issued an ID finding it in default on August 21, 2020 (Order No. 

13), which was not reviewed by the Commission (Comm’n Notice, Sept. 15, 2020).  The 

complaint and its exhibits show sufficient U.S. activities for a cease and desist order.  

Specifically, complaint Exhibit 74 (CX-0581 (Anfkom Invoice)) shows a sale and 

importation of the Accused Anfkom Products in the United States, including showing 

unit prices that are multiple orders of magnitude lower than the DI products.  Complaint 

Exhibits 75 (CX-0582, Anfkom Chassis Webpage) and 76 (CX-0583 (Anfkom Module 

Webpage)) show publicly available advertisements for the accused products from 

Anfkom’s U.S. website, including links for “Live Chat” and “Send Inquiry.”   

Wulei Bonelinks 

Wulei Bonelinks is a Chinese company with a principal place of business in 

China.  See Complaint, ¶ 28.  Wulei Bonelinks failed to respond to the complaint or 

discovery, and the administrative law judge issued an ID finding it in default on August 

21, 2020 (Order No. 13), which was not reviewed by the Commission (Comm’n Notice, 

Sept. 15, 2020).  The complaint and its exhibits show sufficient U.S. activities for a cease 

and desist order.  Specifically, complaint Exhibit 154 (Wulei Bonelinks Invoice and 

Shipment Info) shows a sale and importation of the Accused Wulei Bonelinks Products in 

the United States, including showing unit prices that are multiple orders of magnitude 

lower than the DI products.  Complaint Exhibits 155 (CX-0649 (Alibaba.com Wulei 

Bonelinks Webpage-1)) and 156 (Alibaba.com Wulei Bonelinks Webpage-2) show 

advertisements for the accused products on Alibaba.com, accessed in the United States, 

indicating that the products could “Ship to United States” in 3-4 days to 7 days, and with 
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prices as low as $13.50, compared to several hundred dollars for the DI products.   

* * * 

Accordingly, should a violation be found, the administrative law judge 

recommends that the Commission issue a cease and desist order as to the respondents 

discussed above.   

E. Bond 

Pursuant to section 337(j)(3), the administrative law judge and the Commission 

must determine the amount of bond to be required of a respondent, during the 60-day 

Presidential review period following the issuance of permanent relief, in the event that 

the Commission determines to issue a remedy.  The purpose of the bond is to protect the 

complainant from any injury.  19 U.S.C. § 1337(j)(3); 19 C.F.R. §§ 210.42(a)(1)(ii), 

210.50(a)(3).   

When reliable price information is available, the Commission has often set bond 

by eliminating the differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing 

product.  Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processes for Making Same, and Products 

Containing Same, Including Self-Stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, 

Comm’n Op. at 24 (1995).  In other cases, the Commission has turned to alternative 

approaches, especially when the level of a reasonable royalty rate could be ascertained.  

Certain Integrated Circuit Telecommunication Chips and Products Containing Same, 

Including Dialing Apparatus, Inv. No. 337-TA-337, Comm’n Op. at 41 (1995).  A 100 

percent bond has been required when no effective alternative existed.  Certain Flash 

Memory Circuits and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, USITC Pub. No. 
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3046, Comm’n Op. at 26-27 (July 1997) (a 100% bond imposed when price comparison 

was not practical because the parties sold products at different levels of commerce, and 

the proposed royalty rate appeared to be de minimis and without adequate support in the 

record).   

Corning argues, inter alia:  

As Mr. Schoettelkotte testified, for each of the participating 
Respondents, a bond based on the price differential is appropriate and is 
necessary to protect Corning from injury during Presidential Review.  CX-
0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 219.  Because here are no established 
royalty rates for the Asserted Patents, a bond based on a reasonable 
royalty would not be appropriate.  CX-0004.1C (Hicks WS Errata) Q/A 
83-84;57 RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 267.   

Mr. Schoettelkotte and Mr. Hicks testified that Respondents’ 
Accused Products directly compete with the EDGE DI Products in the 
U.S., and that Corning has both lost sales to Respondents and had to lower 
prices of the EDGE DI products to compete.  CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte 
WS) Q/A 217, 219; CX-0004C (Hicks WS) Q/A 63-65.  Mr. 
Schoettelkotte further explained that Respondents advertise and sell their 
products at a price that is intended to undercut the pricing of the DI 
Products.  CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 217.  Mr. Schoettelkotte 
accordingly determined the appropriate bond by calculating the price 
differential between each Respondent’s accused chassis and modules and 
the EDGE DI chassis and modules, as set forth in CX-1840C (Summary of 
Price Differential Amended Ex. 8.1).   

Ms. Mulhern argues that differences in product characteristics, 
pricing by distribution channel, and differing sales volumes makes the use 
of price differential impractical.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 265.  
But Ms. Mulhern does not dispute that Respondents’ prices are 
significantly lower than Corning’s, or that Corning has lowered prices and 
lost sales due to this competition.  Nor does Ms. Mulhern offer any 
alternative bond calculations.  Thus, while Corning maintains that Mr. 
Schoettelkotte’s price differential analysis is appropriate, the alternative 

 
57 Corning recently entered into licenses with former Respondent AFL and with 
CommScope.  However, these licenses do not inform the bond analysis because they do 
not contain the type of “royalty” the Commission considers relevant.  Instead, the 
licenses are complex business arrangements in which both parties obtain value from 
various interrelated provisions. 
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should be a bond of 100%, given the need to protect Corning from further 
harm due to Respondents’ pricing, the lack of an appropriate standard 
royalty rate, and Respondents’ failure to offer an alternative.  See Certain 
Flash Memory Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Op. at 26-27.   

Compl. Br. at 295-96.   

Respondents’ entire argument on the appropriate bond rate is as follows:  

Complainant fails to show any amount is needed to offset any 
purported injury.  Schoettelkotte Tr. 133:6-12.  Complainant’s price 
differential analysis is flawed.  RX-0007C (Mulhern RWS) Q/A 246-256.  
Complainant failed to provide information regarding its licenses to 
Respondents’ competitors.  Complainant has not met its burden of 
showing that a bond is warranted, thus no bond should be imposed.  See 
Magnetic Tape Cartridges, Inv. No. 337-TA-1058, Comm’n Op. at 73-74 
(imposing no bond upon failure to show bond is warranted). 

Resps. Br. at 300.   

The Staff argues, inter alia:  

In the Staff’s view, a bond rate of zero percent of entered value is 
not “sufficient to protect the complainant from any injury.”  See 19 C.F.R. 
§ 210.50(a)(3).  At the same time, Complainant’s proposed matrix of 
multiple bond rates per Respondent may be administratively unworkable 
in this particular investigation, given the number of products and 
Respondents involved.  The Staff does not object to the particular bond 
rates suggested by Complainant, but suggests that if the proposed matrix is 
found to be unmanageable, then a single bond rate of 100 percent would 
be appropriate.  In investigations where available pricing information is 
inadequate, the Commission may set the bond at 100 percent of entered 
value.  See, e.g., Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing 
Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, USITC Pub. No. 3046, Comm’n. Op. at 26-
27 (July 1997); Certain Neodymium-Iron-Boron Magnets, Magnet Alloys, 
Inv. No. 337-TA-372, USITC Pub. 2964, Comm’n Op. at 15 (May 1996).  
Accordingly, the Presidential review period bond should either be set 
according to Complainants’ matrix or, if this is found to be unworkable, in 
the amount of 100 percent of entered value. 

Staff Br. at 234.   

Corning and the Staff persuasively argued that a bond is required in this instance 

to protect Corning from injury during the Presidential review period.   
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Corning provides a thorough analysis for the five participating respondents and 

the defaulting respondents.  See Compl. Br. at 296-99.  Corning argues that the 

Commission should set two separate bond rates for each respondent, one for chassis and 

one for modules, based on a comparison of that respondent’s weighted average sales 

prices to those of complainant.  Mr. Schoettelkotte testified that using this approach, he 

calculated the following bond rates:  

Complainant’s Suggested Bond Rates 

Respondent Chassis Rate Module Rate 

FS 262.5% 239.9% 

Leviton 72.5% N/A 

Panduit 43.9% 20.7% 

Siemon N/A 82.4% 

Wirewerks N/A 4.4% 

All Other Imports 100% 100% 
 
See id.; Staff Br. at 233 citing (CX-0003C (Schoettelkotte WS) Q/A 221, 228-53; CX-

1840C (summary of price differentials)).   

In investigations where, as here, “there is no reliable pricing information because 

the respondents have defaulted and failed to participate in discovery,” the Commission 

typically sets the bond at 100% of the value of the infringing products.  Certain Ink 

Cartridges & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-946, Comm’n Op. at 18 (June 29, 

2016); Certain Pocket Lighters, Inv. No. 337-TA-1142, Comm’n Op. at 23-24.   

Accordingly, the administrative law judge recommends the bond rates calculated 

by Corning’s expert.   
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XII. Order

To expedite service of the public version of this document, the parties shall file a

joint proposed public version, on the date and in the manner required by Order No. 30.  

David P. Shaw 
Administrative Law Judge 

Issued:  March 23, 2021 
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